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Abstract
The prospects of measuring the leptonic angles and CP-odd phases at a neutrino
factory are discussed in the scenario of three active plus one sterile neutrino, mo-
tivated by the νµ → νe LSND signal. Sensitivity to the MNS mixing matrix angles
at O(10−3) is achieved with a 1 T detector at ∼ 1 km from the source, whereas
leptonic CP-violation can be measured through tau detection with a 1 kT detector
at ∼ 100 km.
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1 Introduction
Indications in favour of neutrino oscillations have been obtained both in solar neu-
trino [1,2,3,4,5] and atmospheric neutrino [6,7,8,9,10] experiments. The atmospheric
neutrino data require ∆m2atm ∼ (2− 5)× 10
−3 eV2 [11] whereas the solar neutrino
data prefer ∆m2sun ∼ 10
−10 − 10−4 eV2 , depending on the particular solution to
the solar neutrino deficit. The LSND data [12] would indicate a νµ → νe oscillation
with a third, very distinct, neutrino mass difference: ∆m2LSND ∼ 0.3 − 1 eV
2 . To
explain the present ensemble of data four different light neutrino species are needed.
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The new light neutrino is denoted as sterile [13], since it must be an electroweak
singlet to comply with the strong bounds on the Z0 invisible decay width [14].
It has been shown in [15,16,17,18] that the combined analysis of solar, atmospheric
and LSND experiments tends to exclude a spectrum with three almost degenerate
neutrinos and an isolated one. It is customary then to consider the following scheme:
the lighter pair (1-2) is separated by the solar mass difference and the heavier pair
(3-4) by the atmospheric one 1 . We work in the convention ∆m212 = ∆m
2
sol, with the
solar deficit assigned mainly to νs − νe oscillations, and ∆m
2
34 = ∆m
2
atm, with the
atmospheric anomaly mainly due to νµ − ντ oscillations. Our flavour basis is να =
(νs, νe, νµ, ντ ). The alternative possibility of identifying the atmospheric anomaly as
a νµ − νs oscillation is excluded at 99 % C.L. by SK data [11] (see also [23,24] at
this conference). We choose the following parametrization:
U = U14(θ14)U13(θ13)U24(θ24)U23(θ23, δ3)U34(θ34, δ2)U12(θ12, δ1) (1)
and consider two approximations [27,28],
(1) ∆m212 = ∆m
2
34 = 0, “one mass scale dominance” (or minimal) scheme;
(2) ∆m212 = 0, “two mass scale dominance” (or next-to-minimal) scheme.
If the eigenstates i and j are degenerate and the matrix Uij is located to the right in
eq. (1), the angle θij becomes automatically unphysical and drops from the oscillation
probability expressions. When a different ordering is taken no angle drops from the
oscillation probabilities. A redefinition of the rest of the parameters is necessary
to illustrate the remaining reduced parameter space in a transparent way. Finally,
we associate the phases to the rightmost rotation matrix: in this way, the right
number of independent physical parameters automatically appears in the transition
probabilities whenever ∆m212 or both ∆m
2
12,∆m
2
34 are neglected.
2 Sensitivity reach of the neutrino factory
We concentrate now on the sensitivity to the different angles in the “one mass scale”
approximation. Four rotation angles (θ13, θ14, θ23 and θ24) and one complex phase
(δ3) remain. The two rotation angles that have become unphysical are already tested
at solar (θ12 in our parametrization) and atmospheric (θ34) neutrino experiments.
The remaining four can be studied at the neutrino factory with high precision.
1 The alternative option, with a small separation in the heavier pair and a larger one for
the lighter pair, amounts to reversing the sign of the LSND mass difference. Matter effects
could be important in order to establish the physical spectrum, much as in the case of
three-family neutrino mixing [19,20,21,22].
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We consider a muon beam of Eµ = 20 GeV, for a beam intensity of 2 × 10
19 and
2 × 1020 useful µ− per year. The large LSND mass difference, ∆m223 ≃ 1eV
2, calls
for a SBL experiment, rather than for a LBL one. We consider therefore a 1 T
detector located at∼ 1 km distance from the neutrino source, resulting inNCC ≃ 10
7
charged leptons detected. An efficiency of ǫµ = 0.5, ǫτ = 0.35 for µ and τ detection
respectively, and a background contamination at the level of 10−5NCC events are
included.
The existing experimental data impose some constraints on the parameter space.
Bugey and Chooz [25,26] measure the oscillation probability
P (ν¯e → ν¯e) = 1− 4c
2
23c
2
24(s
2
24 + s
2
23c
2
24) sin
2
(
∆23
2
)
(2)
The allowed mass range for the LSND signal of νe → νµ transitions provides the
constraint 10−3 ≤ c213c
2
24 sin
2 2θ23 ≤ 10
−2, which fits nicely with the Chooz con-
straint to point towards small s223 values. We choose to be “conservative”, or even
“pessimistic”, in order to illustrate the potential of the neutrino factory. In the nu-
merical computations below we will make the assumption that all angles crossing
the large LSND gap, θ13, θ14, θ23 and θ24 are small.
For small values of θ23, the best sensitivity to θ13 is given by the µ
− disappearance
channel; the µ+ appearance channel, in turn, is more sensitive to θ23; eventually,
the τ− appearance channel is best suited to measure θ14 and θ24. The corresponding
transition probabilities are:
PCP (νµ → νµ) = 1− 4c
2
13c
2
23(s
2
23 + s
2
13c
2
23) sin
2
(
∆23
2
)
, (3)
PCP (νe → νµ) = 4c
2
13c
2
24c
2
23s
2
23 sin
2
(
∆23
2
)
, (4)
PCP (νµ → ντ ) = 4c
2
13c
2
23
[
(s213s
2
14c
2
23 + c
2
14s
2
23s
2
24)
+ 2c14s14c23s23s13s24 cos δ3] sin
2
(
∆23
2
)
. (5)
The τ+ appearance channel is worse than the τ− one due to cancellations between
the two terms in the probability (see [27,28] for details).
Notice that the physical phase appears in PCP (νµ → ντ ) in a cosine dependence.
Actually, no CP-odd observable can be build out of the oscillation probabilities in
this approximation in spite of the existence of a physical CP-odd phase in the mixing
matrix.
In Fig. 1 we present the sensitivity to θ13 through the µ-disappearance channel for
different values of θ23 (a); to θ23 through the µ-appearance channel for different
values of θ13 (b); to θ14 for different values of θ13 (c) and to θ24 for different values
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Fig. 1. Sensitivity reach in the s2ij/∆m
2
23 plane for a 1 T detector at L = 1km from the
source. Solid (dashed) lines are Nµ = 2× 10
20 (2× 1019) useful muons per year; (a) reach
for s213 for θ23 = 10
◦, 30◦ (from left to right), θ14 = θ13, θ24 = 1
◦, in the µ-disappearance
channel; (b) reach for s223 for θ13 = 1
◦, 10◦ (from right to left), θ14 = θ23, θ24 = 1
◦,
in the µ-appearance channel; (c) reach for s214 for θ13 = 1
◦, 10◦ (from right to left),
θ23 = 10
◦, θ24 = 1
◦, in the τ−-appearance channel; (d) reach for s224 for θ23 = 1
◦, 10◦
(from right to left), θ13 = θ14 = 10
◦, in the τ−-appearance channel.
of θ23 (d) through the τ
− appearance channel. In all cases, we see that the ν-factory
can easily measure sin2 θij down to 10
−3 − 10−2 for not too tiny mass difference,
both for Nµ = 2× 10
19, 2× 1020 useful muons per year.
3 CP Violation with four neutrino species
As in the standard three-family scenario, to observe CP-odd effects in oscillations it is
necessary to have both physical CP-odd phases and at least two non-vanishing mass
differences. The next-to minimal or “two mass scale dominance” scheme, described
at the beginning of this section, is thus suitable.
CP-odd effects are observable in “appearance” channels, while “disappearance” ones
are only sensitive to the CP-even part. In contrast with the three-neutrino case, the
solar suppression (see [29]) is now replaced by a less severe atmospheric suppression.
CP-violating effects are expected to be at least one order of magnitude larger than
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in the standard case, because they are not suppressed by the solar mass-difference,
∆m212.
As explained above, the parameter space consists of five angles and two CP-odd
phases. Staying in the “conservative” assumption of small θ13, θ14, θ23, θ24, we com-
pare two democratic scenarios, in which all of these angles are taken to be small and
of the same order:
(1) Set 1: θ34 = 45
◦, θij = 5
◦ and ∆m2atm = 2.8× 10
−3 eV2 for ∆m2LSND = 0.3 eV
2;
(2) Set 2: θ34 = 45
◦, θij = 2
◦ and ∆m2atm = 2.8× 10
−3 eV2 for ∆m2LSND = 1 eV
2.
For illustration we consider in what follows a 1 kT detector located at O(10) km
distance from the neutrino source.
The CP-odd νµ → ντ probability is (to the leading order in ∆m
2
atm, i.e. ∆m
2
34 in our
parametrization)
✟PCP (νµ → ντ )= 8c
2
13c
2
23c24c34s34
[
c14c23s13s14 sin δ2 + c
2
14s23s24 sin(δ2 + δ3)
]
×(
∆34
2
)
sin2
(
∆23
2
)
. (6)
We define as in [29,20] the neutrino-energy integrated asymmetry:
A¯CPµτ (δ) =
{N [τ+]/No[µ
+]} − {N [τ−]/No[µ
−]}
{N [τ+]/No[µ+]}+ {N [τ−]/No[µ−]}
; (7)
with N [τ±] the measured number of taus, and No[µ
±] the expected number of muons
charged current interactions in the absence of oscillations. In order to quantify the
significance of the signal, we compare the value of the integrated asymmetry with
its error, in which we include the statistical error and a conservative background
estimate at the level of 10−5. The size of the CP-asymmetries is very different for
µ- and τ -appearance channels. For instance for Set 2, they turn out to be small in
νe − νµ oscillations, ranging from the per mil level to a few percent. In contrast, in
νµ−ντ oscillations they attain much larger values of about 50%−90%. These larger
factors follow from the fact that the CP-even transition probability PCP (νµ → ντ )
is smaller than PCP (νe → νµ), due to a stronger suppression in small mixing angles
(see eqs. (4,5). Notice that the opposite happens in the 3-species case.
In Fig. 2 we show the signal over noise ratio in νµ → ντ versus ν¯µ → ν¯τ oscillations
as a function of the distance. Matter effects, although negligible (see [30]), have
been included, as well as the exact formulae for the probabilities. For the scenario
and distances discussed here, the scaling laws are analogous to those derived for
three neutrino species in vacuum. The maxima of the curves move towards larger
distances when the energy of the muon beam is increased, or the assumed LSNDmass
difference is decreased. Moreover, increasing the energy enhances the significance of
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Fig. 2. Signal over statistical uncertainty for CP violation, in the νµ → ντ channel, for
the two sets of parameters described in the text (Set 1 on the left and Set 2 on the right).
We consider a 1 kT detector and 2× 1020 useful muons/year.
the effect at the maximum. At Eµ = 50 GeV, 60 standard deviation (sd) signals are
attainable at around 100 km for the values in Set 1, and 30 sd around 40 km for Set
2, levelling off at larger distances and finally diminishing when Eν/L approaches the
atmospheric range.
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